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The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the plasUc deformation of metal single 

:ry&ta1s is not very important (1): a small rise In flow stress can be Interpreted 

!Il terms of the v.'Ork done against pressure to produce the volume increase asso

dated .... 1th plastic deformation. This volume Increase is due to anharmonic effects 

!.I the long range elastic field of dislocations, the core effects being negligible (2). 

(Il the other hand alkali halides show a marked dependence of now stress on hydro

)latic pressure (3, 4). The pJ.rpose of this note is to show that in tonic solids the 

~.eQce of dislocations with dissociated cores on (110) planes (5) is compatible 

with the observed pressure effect. 

10 alkall halides the stacking rault energy 1 (x) for a (x/f2j [110J (llO) rault 

Is quite well approximated by (5) 

1(x) ~ 10 s[n2{ltx/b). 

where b is the absolute value of the perfect Burgers vector of the structure and 

10 the energy of a b/2 Burgers vector fault. Faulting introduces a strong dilatation 

, between the two planes adjacent to the stacking fawt. t is a maximum for the 

b/2 fault being the. equal to '0 ( I: ~ 6 d{1l0/d{lIO) with d{llO) - b/2). Taklog 

illto account electroniC polarization of the 10DS in the neighbourhood of the fault. 

tomp..zted values are '1 - 330 ergcm -2, t - O. Z7 for lithium fluoride. and 1 -
.. 2 0 0 0 

"'195 ergcm • &0 - 0.32 for sodium chloride. 1 (x) b.as no minimum tn the range 

• < x < b . Thus the stacking Cault cannot extend all through the crystal on a (110) 

t plane since it Is not even a metastable defect. It ia poSSible, however. to speak of 

1 ldts8oclated core of a dislocation. the repulsion between partial dislocations 

; ltabUizlng the stacking fault. Slnce there is no local mLDimum In 1 (x) one con-

~ .!den a continuoua distribution of partial dislocations of a density e (x). In a more 

1) Present addres8: Laboratolre de Physique des SolJdes. Facul~ des Science8. 
UUment 210. 91 - Ouay. 
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